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«...to offer the customers the best range of products and an
ideal service, keeping an irreproachable reputation of the
Company, which is an acknowledged leader of the Russian
furniture market ...»
		

From the FELIX Company mission

Chairman of the Board of Directors of the FELIX Company I.A. Kondratyev

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen!
We present a new edition of the «Hotel Furniture» catalogue issued by FELIX. Our company
is constantly extending its product range, and today, FELIX produces eleven collections of
hotel furniture: «Versal» (with elements made of solid wood and veneer-faced) and «Versal
Lux» (based on «Versal» collection with application of incrustation techniques) for deluxe
suites; «Marseille», «Agatha», «Gloria» (with veneer finish), «Silvia Lux», «Silvia» and «Florence»
for superior rooms; and «Victoria», «Diana» and «Diana Plus» for economy class rooms. The
series-produced collections may be supplemented with custom-made furniture items.
Our company offers numerous options of comprehensive furnishings of hotels – the designing of lounges, halls, rooms, administrative offices, bars, restaurants and conference
rooms in a single style. Such projects are implemented by FELIX and Partners: Comprehensive Furnishings of Hotels Open Consortium, which includes the leading Russian producers
and suppliers of goods and services. The flexible batch production, a wide range of furniture
items made both in Russia and abroad, manufacturing of custom-made furniture, own design studio and vast experience in furnishing different types of premises allow our company
to turn the most ambitious projects into reality. We are ready for cooperation and hope that
this catalogue will help you make a right choice!

The Board of Directors, FELIX Company

ABOUT
THE COMPANY

PRODUCTS RANGE

only in the capital of Russia but all over the
country.
The Company has its own retail and
franchising networks which are unique in
the office furniture segment of the market.
This allows us to outperform our competitors
in sales. The top-quality service helps us
achieve such results, and this level of service
is constantly supported by the results of
much monitoring and many contests. Felix
is a repeat winner of the All-Russian Contest
«The Golden Networks» in the category
«Office Furniture».

FELIX is the largest producer and supplier of
office, hotel and home furniture in Russia.
FELIX is the only nation-wide brand in this
industry. According to the official data of
the RBC information agency, the Company
is one of the leaders in the office furniture
segment of the market. The Company’s
share in office furniture sales in the Russian
Federation amounts to 24%, and the share
in the office furniture production in the
Russian Federation equals 22%. This is
confirmed by the international reports, e.g.
according to the Milan Centre for Industrial
Studies (CSIL, Italy), FELIX accounts for more
than 50% of office furniture sales in Moscow.
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Currently, the manufacturing facilities of
the Company consist of two factories and
«Zharkovsky» woodworking enterprise (its
area is 7,000 m2).
All production sites are equipped with
state-of-the-art machinery which is second
to none in Russia. The Company’s assets
include advanced storage facilities with the
total area exceeding 30,000 m2, more than 60
showrooms in Moscow, St. Petersburg, and
other cities in Russia and the CIS countries.
The largest FELIX showroom is located in
Kutuzovsky Prospekt in Moscow. Its area is
over 2,000 m2 which lets us consider the
showroom of this type to be the largest not

According to the analysis carried out by the
Institute of Comparative Social Researches
(TsESSI), Moscow showroom chain is the
best in its field. Over the years, our company
has cooperated with numerous reliable
partners – the leading manufacturers of
office furniture from Italy, Spain, Poland,
Finland, Malaysia, China and Taiwan. Their
exclusive collections are available only in
FELIX’s brand showrooms. Our clients are
the Administration of the Russian President,
the Government of Moscow, numerous
ministries of the Russian Federation,
Embassies of foreign countries to Russia,
banks, federal public organizations, large
holding companies and corporations.
More than 80% of our buyers are repeat
customers. The top quality, high output
and large sales are the achievement of the
Company’s highly-skilled staff. Today, we
employ more than 1,000 people. FELIX is a
modern, successfully developing Russian
company, a permanent leader in the office
furniture market.

At present, the product range of the Company at the Moscow warehouse contains more than 100,000 furniture items and accessories
by 70 top foreign and Russian producers. Our specialists keep monitoring the market to choose the most exciting and fashionable
collections. The Company regularly holds tenders for the partners and updates the suppliers’ data base. It results in a long-term cooperation with many leading companies worldwide. The Company’s showrooms exhibit a large range of furniture items: furniture for
top- and mid-level executives, exclusive collections, practical furniture for the staff, arm chairs, chairs, upholstered furniture, computer
desks as well as furniture for hotels, home, schools and nurseries, sliding door wardrobes and various accessories. The company also
manufactures more than 60 collections of its own products. A wide model range enables each client to choose an individual furniture
set.
The official guarantee for the furniture is up to 10 years, but, as experience has shown, the real service life of the furniture is much
longer.

SERVICE
The level of service provided by the Company
according to the independent monitoring
data by the Institute of Comparative Social
Researches (TsESSI) is admitted to be the
highest among that of well-known trademarks
of various business profiles in retail networks
in Moscow. The company was awarded the
highest total score, i.e. 92.2 out of 100. FELIX’s
customer service has no parallel in any other
core enterprises: buyers can express their
wishes on the Company’s telephone and
will immediately receive a highly-qualified
assistance. A prompt approach to customers’
requests contributes to higher efficiency of
the provided services. Only in Moscow the
Company’s specialists provide services to more
than 100 clients a day. A particular attention is
paid to the after-sales service (office furniture refinishing, scheduled maintenance and etc.).
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MANUFACTURING

SHOWROOMS
The number of FELIX brand showrooms is increasing annually. Within the last three years, 8 new furniture outlets have
been opened in the regions of Russia and the Republic of
Kazakhstan.
Currently, the Company comprises more than 60 brand
showrooms, the total area of which is over 32,000 m2. Each
showroom has a wide range of furniture produced in the
country and abroad, as well as a range of office chairs, arm
chairs, sofas and accessories. The specialists can select the
necessary accessory parts to match the collection. The
professional designers will develop a unique design project
and consult on furnishing of an office or a hotel. Thanks to
the extensive experience and high professional skills of our
specialists we guarantee that we implement unique projects
of any difficulty for each client quickly and to a high quality.

The manufacturing complex of the Company is represented
by two furniture factories and «Zharkovsky» woodworking
enterprise. In 2013, FELIX completed large-scale production
reorganization. The company has increased its capacities, the
output has grown considerably (more than 2.5 times), the delivery
terms have been reduced and the advanced quality control
facilities have been introduced. The launch of a new automated
line, as well as a complex mechanization and automation
of production processes enable us to make furniture in any
quantity whilst ensuring the shortest delivery terms. During the
reorganization, we purchased and launched the latest computercontrolled woodsawing, edge joining and gang mortising
machines. The output exceeds 50,000 pieces a month.
Today, the Company’s product range includes more than 60
collections of furniture of its own production: 15 collections for
top executives, 11 collections for the office staff, 2 President-level
sets, 10 series of hotel furniture, 3 systems of office partitions:
mobile and stationary, 4 collections for receptions, and sliding
door wardrobes in 3 typical sizes.
The home furniture is represented by the collections for lounges,
bedrooms, hallways and studies. The model range of the lounge
furniture amounts to 10 collections. 9 collections are made for
bedrooms, 6 are produced for hallways and 5 are designed for
studies.
The Company’s output accounts for 22% of overall office furniture
industry in Russia. The share of the Company’s own products in its

overall sales equals 70%.
The Company has a right to mark the furniture, produced at its
factories, with the Golden Mark of Quality. Some series have the
Russian Federation patents. The manufacturing processes comply
with the international standards of quality management systems
which apply to designing, engineering, production, assembly
and maintenance. Only high-quality and environmentally safe
materials are used to manufacture our furniture. These materials
are veneer wood, medium density fibreboard and laminated
chipboard (emission class – E1), as well as vapour-free UV ray
hardening coating varnishes. Matte polished glass of elite
brands, fittings and other accessory parts (including melamine
and PVC edge bands for end facing) are bought from well-known
producers of Germany and Italy. Our Company was among the
first Russian producers to do veneering and incrustation, to
produce furniture decorated with veneer sheets and genuine
leather and to manufacture glass office furniture.
Our state-of-the-art warehouse occupies an area of more than
30,000 m2. It is equipped with sixteen hydraulic lifting platforms,
each of which has a lifting capacity of up to 3 tons to the height
of 7 m. We can simultaneously load up to 20 vehicles. The storage
capacity amounts to 250,000 furniture items which ensures timely
deliveries of the orders to the clients. Our clients and partners
can always see novelties in our range and achievements of the
Company by taking part in tours around our manufacturing
facilities.

REGIONAL POLICY

The well-developed dealer network covers almost all regions
of Russia. At the moment the Company’s data base reckons
900 dealers in the regions of Russia and CIS-countries. The
Company has a smoothly running service system thanks
to which the products can be delivered to the most remote

MARKETING

Regular marketing researches of the office furniture market
and the participation in the largest industry-specific fairs at
the national and international levels enable the Company’s
specialists always to be aware of the modern trends in
furniture production. Thanks to these researches we can

INTERNET STORE

To learn more about our products, please, visit the company’s
website: www.felix-furniture.com. By means of your phone,
e-mail, chat, ICQ or Skype you can communicate with our

DESIGN SERVICES

Our Design Office will help you to create an ideal office or
hotel interior. Our employees will perform any works of any
difficulty quickly and professionally, i.e. from suggestions
about the furniture arrangement to thorough, turn-key

Russian cities and towns. The dealers are regularly informed
about new arrivals. They receive various promotional items,
are trained, take part in fairs and acquire FELIX-made furniture
free of any distribution margin.

promptly implement new ideas in manufacturing, release upto-date and fashionable collections, as well as purchase stylish
seasonal novelties from our foreign partners.
We do not only saturate the office furniture market, we
contribute to its development.

specialists online and ask them all the questions you might
have about our products, delivery terms, customer services,
after-sales and warranty services, or offer your cooperation.

engineering of office spaces and hotels. They will advise you
on the appropriate range of furniture for your office and create
an architectural layout in black and white and in colour. Then,
they will recommend on the ideal colour solution.
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AWARDS OF FELIX

Certificate of Safety No.
0-0035 ТПП РФ.

The Golden Diploma from the
Moscow Chamber of Commerce

Awards from the contest «The Leaders
of the Domestic Production in Small,
Medium and Large Business»: Diploma «The Leader of Modern Times» and
a «Pillar» statuette.

Diploma of the Prize-Winner of the All-Russian Contest
«The Elite of the Russian Business» in the category
«Business Style».

Diplomas and Grand-Prix of the RF Ministry of Industry, Science and Technologies and the Russian
Association of Companies of Furniture and Woodworking Industry for office furniture collections.

Diploma «The Best Value for
Money» of the All-Russian Contest
«Excellence in Business. Furniture
Industry».

FELIX was awarded the status «THE BUSINESS
OF THE YEAR – 2013», for taking the leading position in the rating by «The League of the Best»
International Economic Rating.
The management of the Company received a
status-award «The Business of the Year» and
«The Leader of the Economy» Order.

Diplomas and Medals of Honour by the WTC for the high
quality of goods and services. The awards were received
at the 8th, 9th and 10th International Fairs «Hotel and Restaurant Business» in Moscow.

Prizes of the winner of the contest «The Crystal Bark» in the
category «The Best Economic Partner in Logistic Support
for Hotels» and the special prize «For Longstanding Partnership in Supplying High Quality Furniture to Hotels».

The Golden Mark of Quality «The Russian Mark», founded by the Russian
Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs and the Chamber of Commerce
of the Russian Federation.

Diploma of the prize-winner of the All-Russian
Prize «The Russian Trade Olympus» in the
category «The Best Products Range and the
Ideal Service».

The prizes of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th All-Russian Contests «The Golden Networks» and the Grand-Prix «The Best
of the Best» for the high-quality service and organization of the best retail network.

We guarantee high quality, reliability and professionalism

OUR CUSTOMERS
Winner of the 4th and 7th All-Russian Prize
in the Timber Industry in the category «The
Fastest Growing Company».

The Certificate of a Member of the Business Council
of the Mayor and the Government of Moscow.

Gold medals and diplomas of the 3rd
and 4th Specialized Fair «The Furniture
of Russia» in the category «The Best
Design Project» for a range of hotel
furniture.

The Company has been entered in
the Federal Register of Good Faith
Suppliers and has acquired a right
to label its products with the mark
of compliance «Good Faith Supplier – 2011».

The Administration of
the Russian President
(The Kremlin Complex)
The RF Government
House

The RF Ministry of
Internal Affairs
The RF Ministry of
Justice
The RF Ministry of
Railways

Diploma of the Government of
Moscow «The Best Furniture
(Trading) Company».
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At year end of 2013, FELIX Company was acknowledged as the Leader
of the Industry (Russian business rating version, drawn up according
to the research data of more than 600,000 companies in the Russian
Federation). The Company was awarded «THE LEADER OF THE INDUSTRY – 2013» Prize, «The Business Glory» Order and «The Professional in
the Industry» Medal.

According to the results of ratings survey carried out by the AllRussian Business Rating in 2014, FELIX got several honorary
awards in the categories «The Professional of the Year – 2014» and
«The Business Glory».

Chamber of Control and
Accounts of Moscow

Norilsk Nickel JSC

SMP Bank

The Central Bank of
Russia

Tyumen Oil Company JSC

Vnukovo International
Airport

The Savings Bank of
Russia (Sberbank of
Russia)
Vneshtorgbank (the
Bank of Foreign Trade)
VTB24
VTB Department of
Projects

The Russian Auditing
Chamber

Alfa-Bank

The Information and
Telegraph Agency of
Russia

Rosgosstrakh LLC

The Government and
the Mayor’s Office of
Moscow
The Department of
City Orders for Capital
Construction Works in
Moscow

Luzhniki Olympic Park
Alyans Oil Company

Sibur LLC
Lomonosov Moscow State
University
SRU Higher School of
Economy

UTair Airlines

PEUGEOT (France)

HEWLETT PACKARD
LOCKHEED
MARTIN (США)

Ingosstrakh LLC

Scientific and Research Institute
of Social Systems of Lomonosov
Moscow State University

Gazprom JSC

JSC Concern VKO
«Almaz-Antey»

BALTIKA Brewery

Lukoil JSC

Gazenergoservice

BOSCO Company

DHL Logistic Company
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ECONOMY
CLASS ROOMS

economy class rooms

DIANA

DIANA
Nothing irrelevant

When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check
the colour against the material samples with the showroom manager, as the
sample colour shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of
printing process.
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The «Diana» collection is created according to the motto: «Nothing irrelevant – all is essential», and
designed for economy class hotels, hostels and rooms in holiday centres for students and children.
The model range of the series ensures the arrangement of the rooms with everything necessary for
a comfortable stay of guests. The colour solution of the collection creates an undisturbed and cosy
atmosphere.
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ECONOMY
CLASS ROOMS

economy class rooms

DIANA

Collection description
Work tops (tables, cabinets and pedestals)
Work tops (upper shelves of wardrobes and

LCB, 25 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
LCB, 18 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface

pedestals)
Edge bands of work tops (table tops)
Edge bands of table frames
Edge bands of bed frames
Wardrobe and pedestal/cabinet frames
Edge bands of wardrobe frames and fronts
Wardrobe rear walls
Blind façades

PVC film, 2 mm thick
PVC film, 0.45 mm thick
PVC film, 0.45 mm thick
LCB, 18 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
PVC film, 0.45 mm thick
HDF, 3.2 mm thick
LCB, 18 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface

Handles

Bracket-shaped handles, colour: golden (the insertion is of light Milano walnut)

Drawers’ guides

or silver
Roller-type

The minimalistic design of this collection allows to furnish
small hotel rooms with furniture items that match any interior.
The collection includes beds of two types: a bed with the
set-in metal frame with the LCB binding and a framed mattress
on its own supports with a detached bed-head which should
be mounted on the wall. By moving the mattresses together
a twin room can be easily converted into a double room. It is

Handle (for furniture items of alder, light
Milano walnut and dark Milano walnut
colours)

possible to attach a shelf (the top is 25 mm thick) to the bedhead. The shelf can be used for small accessories. The wardrobes,
pedestals, cabinets and luggage shelves are supplied with the
height-adjustable supports. The thickness of the table, wardrobe,
cabinet and pedestal tops is 25 mm. The thickness of the side
panels of wardrobes, pedestals, cabinets, tables and shelves
equals 18 mm.

Handle (for furniture items of maple colour)

Handles and hooks in this collection are made of metal.
Hinges and fasteners are also metal with durable plated
coating, silver colour.
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ECONOMY
CLASS ROOMS

Wardrobe
with shelves

DG042
70х52х209,2
Luggage shelf
without wall coat rack

DG043
80х51,8х60,1

Wardrobe with coat rack Wardrobe with partition, coat
without partition
rack and shelves

DG041
70х52х209,2

Modular bed without
mattress (for mattress
90x200)

DG0037
84х203,1х85,7

DG030
92,2х203,6х36,7

Bed with bed-head, without mattress (for mattress
140x200)

DG0039
144х203,1х46,5

The pedestal size allows to fit a fridge or a safe deposit box inside. The
design and finish of furniture items comply with the high standards set for
the hotel furniture quality due to high-endurance laminated chipboard
(18 mm and 25 mm thick), shock-proof PVC edge bands and durable
foreign-made furniture fittings.
The sizes of all furniture elements can be changed at customer’s
option.

Bed frames are strengthened
with metal frames for better
endurance.
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DG040
100х52х210,1

Bed with bed-head,
without mattress (for
mattress 80x200)

Bed without bed-head
and mattress (for mattress
140x200)

Wall coat rack with luggage shelf

DG015
80х51,8х210,1

Wall coat rack with
mirror

DG017
80х3,6х202,7

DG018
80х2,9х209,4

Bed with bed-head, withBed without bed-head
and mattress (for mattress out mattress (for mattress
90x200)
90x200)

DG029
164х203,1х46,5

Bed with bed-head, without
mattress (for mattress 90x200)

DG0038
94х203,1х85,7

DG0040
94х203,1х46,5

Bed without bed-head and mattress
(for mattress 160x200)

DG028
271х204,9х85,7

Wall coat rack

economy class rooms

DIANA

Model range:

Mattress
(80/90/140/160x200)

AP0104/AP0100/ AP0101/ AP0102
80/90/140/160х200х20

DG027
165х203,1х85,7
Bed-head

DG033
165х1,8х85,7

Bed-head

Wall board

Wall-mounted shelf
(for bed-head)

Bedside cabinet

Bedside cabinet with
drawer

Bedside cabinet with door
and shelf

DG034
271х1,8х85,7

DG035
201,3х1,8х49,8

DG016
50х30х27,5

DG003
40х45х50,1

DG005
40х45х50,1

DG004
40х45х50,1

Dressing table

Coffee table

Mirror

DG001
120х51,8х85,7

DG002
70х50х48,5

DG012
70х2,2х50

Fridge pedestal

Pedestal with shelf

DG008
60х51,8х85,7

DG006
60х51,8х85,7

Pedestal with door and
shelf

DG007
60х51,8х85,7

Available colours:

Alder

Light Milano walnut

Dark Milano walnut

Maple

The sample colour shades may differ from the original colours due to
certain features of printing process.
When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue,
please check the colour against the material samples with the showroom
manager.
The dimensions are specified in centimetres.
We can produce furniture according to a customer’s individual order.
Please ask the managers at trading centres for more details about the full
model range of the collection.
The manufacturer reserves its right to change the design and colour of
the furniture.
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ECONOMY
CLASS ROOMS

economy class rooms

DIANA PLUS

DIANA PLUS

Charming cosiness

When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue,
please check the colour against the material samples with the
showroom manager, as the sample colour shades may differ from the
original colours due to certain features of printing process.
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The attractive and modern look of the modest size rooms in hotels, hostels and holiday centres can be
achieved with the help of the model range from the «Diana Plus» collection which provides everything
needed for a comfortable stay of guests. The distinctive feature of this series is furniture framing with the
horizontal aluminium profile.
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ECONOMY
CLASS ROOMS

DIANA PLUS

Work tops (table tops and pedestals)
Edge bands of work tops (table tops)
Table frames
Bed frames
Wardrobe and pedestal frames
Edge bands of wardrobes and fronts
Wardrobe rear walls
Blind façades
Handles
Drawers’ guides

LCB, 25 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
PVC edge band, 2 mm thick
LCB, 18 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
LCB, 18 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
LCB, 18 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
PVC edge band, 0.45 mm thick
HDF, 3.2 mm thick
LCB, 18 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
Button-shaped handles, colour: aluminium
Roller-type

The collection includes beds of two types: a bed with
the set-in metal frame with the LCB binding and a framed
mattress on its own supports with a detached bed-head
which should be mounted on the wall. By moving the
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economy class rooms

Collection description:

mattresses together a twin room can be easily converted
into a double room. It is possible to attach a shelf (the top is
25 mm thick) to the bed-head. The shelf can be used for small
accessories.

Handles and hooks in this collection are made of
metal. Hinges and fasteners are also metal with
durable plated coating, silver colour.
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ECONOMY
CLASS ROOMS

Wardrobe with coat rack

PG026
70х52х209,2
Bed without bed-head
and mattress (double)

PG0026
144х203,1х46,5
Mattress
(90/140x200)

Wardrobe with shelves

PG027
70х52х209,2

PG028
80х52х60

Bed with bed-head, without mattress

PG0025
271х204,9х85,6
Bedside cabinet

AP0100/ AP0101
90/140х200х20

Dressing table

PG001
120х52х85,6

Luggage shelf

PG004
60х52х85,6

Bed without bed-head and
mattress

PG0023
94х203,1х46,5
Bed-head

PG021
271х2,2х85,6
Pedestal with door and
shelf

PG005
60х52х85,6

Coffee table

PG002
70х50х48,4

Wardrobes, tables, pedestals, cabinets and luggage shelves have adjustable
supports. The table, pedestal, cabinet and wardrobe tops are 25 mm thick. The
wardrobe, pedestal, cabinet, table and shelf side walls are 18 mm thick. The
pedestal size allows to fit a fridge or a safe deposit box inside. The rear walls of

Available colours:

the dressing table and pedestals/cabinets are made of 25 mm thick chipboard,
and the upper edges are coated with 1.5 mm thick shock-proof PVC edge bands
of aluminium colour. Side edges of wardrobe and pedestal/cabinet doors are
coated with 2 mm thick shock-proof PVC edge bands, and upper and bottom
Bed frames are strengthened
with metal frames for better
endurance.
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edges are decorated with «aluminium» profile.

Dark Milano walnut

The sample colour shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of
printing process.
When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check the colour
against the material samples with the showroom manager.
The dimensions are specified in centimetres.
We can produce furniture according to a customer’s individual order.
Please ask the managers at trading centres for more details about the full model range of the
collection.
The manufacturer reserves its right to change the design and colour of the furniture.

The sizes of all elements can be changed at customer’s option.
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economy class rooms

DIANA PLUS

Model range:

ECONOMY
CLASS ROOMS

VICTORIA
economy class rooms

VICTORIA

When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check the

A wide model range of the «Victoria» furniture gives a freedom to a designer in creating original and

colour against the material samples with the showroom manager, as the sample colour

comfortable hotel interiors. The use of high quality materials and warm shades of wood colours within the

shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of printing process.

colour pattern of the collection will make it possible to create a cosy and coherent arrangement in a room
of any layout.
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ECONOMY
CLASS ROOMS

economy class rooms

VICTORIA

Collection description:
Work tops (tables and pedestals)
Work tops (upper shelves of wardrobes and

LCB, 25 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
LCB, 18 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface

pedestals)
Edge bands of work tops (table tops)
Table frames
Bed frames
Wardrobe and pedestal frames
Edge bands of wardrobe frames and façades
Wardrobe rear walls
Blind façades

PVC edge band, 2 mm thick, T-shape PVC profile
LCB, 18 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
LCB, 18 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
LCB, 18 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
PVC film, 2 mm, 0,45 mm thick
HDF, 3,2 mm thick
LCB, 18 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface

Handles
Drawers’ guides
Connecting fittings

Bracket-shaped handles, matte (centre span is 96 mm) or silver
Roller-type
Two-component eccentric fasteners, «confirmee» fasteners

All the units of the model range are highly
durable and ergonomic. Single and double beds
with a set-in metal frame and frame mattresses
are available. Rear decorative walls of bedside
cabinets match the design of bed-heads.
Different types of pedestals (with doors and
shelves, TV stands, for placing a fridge) and chest
of drawers are made of the same size and can be
arranged in a variety of ways. The dimensions
of the model range items can be changed at
customer’s option.

The furniture is made of high quality chipboard, 18 and 25 ends are faced with the shock-proof PVC edge band, 2 mm
mm thick, with the high quality laminated surface, which is thick. Some elements are made with the application of the
resistant to mechanical, heat and chemical impact. The surface «softforming» technology.
is embossed with the «pebble leather» pattern. The chipboard
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ECONOMY
CLASS ROOMS

Wardrobe
(swing doors)

VG017
100х70х210

Wardrobe with partition Wardrobe with partition
(bi-fold doors)
(swing doors)

VG021
100х70х210

Bed with bed-head, without mattress (for mattress
90x200)

Wall coat rack

Wall coat rack
with luggage shelf

VG025
100х70х210,1

VG027
80х2,90х209,4

VG028
80х60,7х210,1

VG023
100х70х210

Bed with bed-head, without mattress (for mattress
140/160x200)

VG041
100х204,5х85

Wardrobe
with sliding doors

VG042, VG043
150/170х204,5х85

Bed with bed-head and mattress (for mattress 160x200)

Wall coat rack
with luggage shelf

VG030
100х60,7х210,1

Modular bed without bedhead and mattress
(for mattress 90x200)

Mattress
(90/140/160x200)

VG044
92,2х204,5х49

AP0100/ AP0101/ AP0102
90/140/160х200х20

VG0047
163,5х204,5х49,6

Wall board

Bedside cabinet

Bedside cabinet with bedhead extension

Pedestal with door and
shelf

Fridge pedestal

TV stand

VG046
202х1,8х49,8

VG010
45х44х50

VG009
45х46,1х78,1

VG006
60х58,9х85,7

VG005
60х58,9х85,7

VG004
60х58,9х85,7

Chest of drawers (3 drawers)

Dressing table with drawers (left/right)

Extension table (left/right)

Coffee table

Mirror

Mirror

VG001/VG002
110х58,9х85,7

VG014/VG013
60х57,9х85,7

VG003
70х55,5х50,1

VG016
120х3х60

VG015
80х3х65

The wardrobes in this collection are of the same size with various types
of doors: regular swing doors, «bi-fold» («book»-type) and sliding doors.
The height of supports of the wardrobes and tables can be adjusted if the

VG007
60х58,9х85,7

furniture has to be placed on uneven floors.

Available colours:
Bed frames are strengthened with metal
frames for better endurance.
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Alder

Light Milano walnut

The sample colour shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of printing
process.
When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check the colour against
the material samples with the showroom manager.
The dimensions are specified in centimetres.
We can produce furniture according to a customer’s individual order.
Please ask the managers at trading centres for more details about the full model range of the
collection.
The manufacturer reserves its right to change the design and colour of the furniture.
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economy class rooms

VICTORIA

Model range:

SUPERIOR ROOMS

superior rooms

AGATHA

AGATHA

Laconism and Elegance

When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue,
please check the colour against the material samples with the
showroom manager, as the sample colour shades may differ from the
original colours due to certain features of printing process.
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The hotel, equipped with the laconic and elegant furniture from the «Agatha» collection will make a
good impression on its visitors. The design which looks very simple at first sight and ergonomic shapes
of the items will ensure a comfortable rest in cosy atmosphere.
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SUPERIOR ROOMS

superior rooms

AGATHA

Collection description:
Work tops
Edge bands of work tops
Table frames
Wardrobe frames
Edge bands of wardrobe frames and
fronts
Wardrobe rear walls
Blind façades
Locks
Pedestal frames
Handles
Drawers’ guides
Connecting fittings

LCB, 38 mm thick – tops of tables, pedestals and wardrobes with the «pebble leather»
embossing of the surface
PVC film, 2 mm thick – tops of tables, pedestals and wardrobes
LCB, 18 mm and 25 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
LCB, 18 mm and 25 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
PVC film, 0.45 mm thick
HDF, 3.2 mm thick
LCB, 18 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface and PVC edge
band, 0.45 mm thick
Not applicable
LCB, 18 mm and 25 mm thick with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
Plastic, «metallic» colour
Roller-type
Two-component eccentric fastenings

If you choose the «Agatha» furniture, you can be sure your
interiors look harmonious and modern. Your guests will be
satisfied with its comfort, and that will certainly increase the
popularity of your hotel.
The «Agatha» furniture is made of high endurance laminated
chipboard, which can be of various thicknesses (38, 25 and 18 mm).
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The edges of furniture elements are faced with the shock-proof
PVC film, 2 mm thick. The furniture is manufactured with the
application of the latest technologies. The tops of the tables,
pedestals, cabinets and wardrobes are made of high endurance
LCB, 38 mm thick, what gives the collection a luxurious look.

The beds are represented by two types: a set-in metal
frame with the LCB binding and a framed mattress on its
own supports with a detached bed-head which should be
mounted on the wall. By moving the mattresses together it is
easy to convert a twin room into a double room.
Bedside cabinets with a pullout drawer or shelf can be
moved to bed-head.
Wardrobes, tables, pedestals and luggage shelves have
adjustable supports for horizontal and vertical alignment if
the furniture has to be installed on uneven floors.
For the optimal use of space in hotel rooms and creation of
an individual style, the sizes of all elements can be changed
at customer’s option.

The fittings give accent to the austere design of this
furniture.
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SUPERIOR ROOMS

Model range:
Wardrobe with internal partition Wall coat rack with mirror

The collection is available
in two colours: the
distinguished light «Alpine
Oak» and the aristocratic
«Chamonix Oak» with welldiscernible wood grain. The
thoughtful design of this
collection will give your
interiors a coherent look.
A wide and functional
model range allows to
furnish the hotel rooms of
any layout and size.

AGT0012
100х58х210

Wall coat rack

Luggage shelf with raised
rear wall

Luggage shelf

Bed with bed-head without mattress (for mattress 90x200)

AGT0009
80х3,6х203

AGT0008
80х55х75

AGT0007
80х53,2х55

AGT0014
94х207х120

AGT0010
80х2,9х203

Bed with bed-head without mattress
(for mattress 140x201)

Bed with bed-head without mattress (for mattress 160x203)

AGT0016
164х207х120

AGT0015
144х207х120

Bed-head

Mattress
90/140/160×200

Frame mattress

AGT0013
145х3,8х120

AP0100/ AP0101/ AP0102
90/140/160/х200х20

tk-002115501202
90х200х54

Mattress

Mattress

Bedside cabinet with shelf

Bedside cabinet with
drawer

Side cabinet with compartment for fridge placement

tk-002115501203
90х200х2

tk-002115501205
180х200х2

AGT0004
50х45х50

AGT0005
50х45х50

AGT0002
90х55х75

Fridge pedetsal

Dressing table

Single-pedestal table

Coffee table

Mirror

AGT0006
60х55х75

AGT0003
90х55х75

AGT0001
140х55х78

AGT0017
70х50х50

AGT0011
80х3х60

Available colours:

Alpine Oak
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«Chamonix» Oak

The sample colour shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of
printing process.
When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check the colour
against the material samples with the showroom manager.
The dimensions are specified in centimetres.
We can produce furniture according to a customer’s individual order.
Please ask the managers at trading centres for more details about the full model range of the
collection.
The manufacturer reserves its right to change the design and colour of the furniture.
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superior rooms

AGATHA

SUPERIOR ROOMS

superior rooms

SILVIA

SILVIA

Modern refinement

When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue,
please check the colour against the material samples with the
showroom manager, as the sample colour shades may differ from the
original colours due to certain features of printing process.
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Modern design and elegant colour pattern of the «Silvia» collection allow to furnish any hotel
room in a modern and stylish way. Exquisite accessories help the interior surprise customers
with ingenuity and novelty. The most demanding buyers will be satisfied with the optimal
value for money ratio.
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SUPERIOR ROOMS

SILVIA

Work tops (table tops, upper shelves in
wardrobes, cabinets and pedestals)
Edge bands of work tops
Table, wardrobe, cabinet and pedestal frames
Edge bands of table, wardrobe and pedestal
frames
Pedestal doors and drawer frontages

superior rooms

Collection description:
LCB, 25 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface (forms the
upper work top) and LCB, 16 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of
the surface, glued together and thus forming a thickness of 41 mm
Shock-proof, cut-in PVC profile, 15 mm thick, with an original pattern, PVC edge
band, 0,45 mm thick
LCB, 25 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
Edge band on the arched profile («softforming» technology), melamine edge
band
LCB, 18 mm thick

Wardrobe rear walls

HDF, 3,2 mm thick

Wardrobe doors

LCB, 18 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface

Handles

Metal handles with «golden» spray coating and the insert imitating «Light Milano

Mirror
Connecting fittings

walnut» colour with a centre span of 96 mm
Silver-coloured mirror, 4 mm thick
«Bronze» tinted mirror, 4 mm thick

Соединительная фурнитура

Two-component eccentric fasteners

The collection is made of high endurance LCB of different thickness
(18, 25 and 41 mm) with the coating resistant to mechanical, heat and
chemical impact. The chipboard edges are faced with the shock-proof
cut-in shaped PVC profile, 15 mm thick, with a peculiar pattern, and
PVC edge bands of two types: 0,5 mm thick and a mushroom shape,
5 mm thick. The beds with a set-in metal frame and frame mattresses
can be single and double. The beds are supplied with the high-quality
mattresses, made in Russia or abroad. The bed-head can be mounted on
the wall and serve as a rear wall to bedside cabinets. Chests of drawers,
pedestals and cabinets of different types – with doors and shelves, for
fridge placement, TV stands – are manufactured of the same size and can
be interchanged. The supports of wardrobes and tables can be adjusted
if the floor is uneven.

Cabinets, pedestals, chests of drawers and wall coat racks can have right-hand or left-hand design. All the
elements of the collection are made in compliance with the strict requirements set to durability and reliability of
furniture. The individual elements are manufactured with the application of «softforming» technology.

Handles and hooks are made of metal with «golden» spray
coating and have the inserts of the collection colour. Hinges
and fasteners are also metal with durable plated coating, silver
colour.
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SUPERIOR ROOMS

Wardrobe (without internal Wardrobe with bi-fold doors
partition/with internal parti- (without internal partition/with
tion)
internal partition)

SG0062, SG0063
100х68,7х208,5

For furnishing the hallway, we offer wall coat racks with
luggage shelves (80 and 100 cm wide) and mirrors. The collection
also includes individual mirrors which can be mounted above
a dressing table or a combination table. For the optimal use of
space in hotel rooms, the sizes of all elements can be changed at
customer’s option.
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Bed frames are strengthened
with metal frames for better
endurance.

Wall coat rack
with luggage shelf
(left/right)

Wall coat rack
with luggage shelf
(left/right)

Wall coat rack with
mirror

Bed with bed-head without mattress (for mattress
90x200)

SG054, SG055
80х65,8х208,5

SG052, SG053
100х65,8х208,5

SG039
80х2,9х209,4

SG044
204,5х141х106

SG0064, SG0065
100х68,7х208,5

Bed with bed-head without
mattress (for mattress
160/180x200)

Bed-head

Bed-head

Mattress
90/140/160/180x200

SG046, SG0051
303/323х206/206/204,5х106/106/107,2

SG047
141х2,5х106

SG048
283х2,5х106

AP0100/ AP0102/ AP0103
90/160/180х200х20

Bedside cabinet
(right/left)

SG009, SG010
45х47,5х50,1

TV stand

Fridge pedestal
(right/left)

Pedestal with door and
shelf
(right/left)

Chest of drawers
(3 drawers)
(right/left)

SG011
80х64х95,7

SG014/SG015
80х64х95.7

SG012/SG013
80х64х95,7

SG017/SG016
80х64х95,7

Dressing table with drawer
(right/left)

Combination table
(right/left)

Coffee table

Mirror
(with tinted insert)

Mirror

SG001/SG002
120х62,3х88,1

SG005/SG006
200х66,5х92,4

SG007/SG008
70/100х51,3/67,4х50,1

SG021
100х3х65

SG020
100х3х65

Available colours:

Light Milano walnut

The sample colour shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of printing
process.
When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check the colour
against the material samples with the showroom manager.
The dimensions are specified in centimetres.
We can produce furniture according to a customer’s individual order.
Please ask the managers at trading centres for more details about the full model range of the
collection.
The manufacturer reserves its right to change the design and colour of the furniture.
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superior rooms

SILVIA

Model range:

SUPERIOR ROOMS

superior rooms

SILVIA LUX

SILVIA LUX

Comfortable Functionality

When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check the
colour against the material samples with the showroom manager, as the sample colour
shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of printing process.
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Being elegant and comfortable, combining ergonomics and functionality, the «Silvia Lux» collection
attracts customers with its design and impeccable finish. The furniture is made of modern materials
with the application of state-of-the-art technologies. A wide model range enables customers to furnish
the rooms of various layouts and size, and well-chosen accessories will help the guests feel at home
and comfortable.
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SUPERIOR ROOMS

superior rooms

SILVIA LUX

Collection description:
Work tops (table tops, upper shelves in
High endurance MDF, 38 mm thick
pedestals/cabinets)
Edge bands of work tops (table tops, upper The edges are finished with form milling cutter and have a complex cross-secshelves in pedestals)

tion on the arched profile, the face side is coated with PVC film with applica-

tion of «postforming» technology
Edge bands of work tops (upper shelves of PVC edge band, 0,45 mm thick, melamine edge band
wardrobes, wall coat racks)
Table, wardrobe, cabinet and pedestal

LCB, 25 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface

frames
Edge bands of table, wardrobe, cabinet

Edge band on the arched profile («softforming» technology), melamine edge

and pedestal frames
Table, cabinet and pedestal rear walls
Handles

band
HDF, 3,2 mm thick
Metal handles with «golden» spray coating and the insert imitating «Italian

Mirror
Drawers’ guides
Connecting fittings

walnut» colour with a centre span of 96 mm
Silver-coloured mirror, 4 mm thick. The mirror is «bronze» tinted, 4 mm thick
Roller-type
Two-component eccentric fasteners

All the elements were designed according to the strict
requirements to durability, which is ensured by impact-proof PVC
edge bands, reliable German fittings, metal frames strengthening
the bed frames and wide rails making wardrobe frames more
rigid. The model range of this collection includes single and
double frame mattresses. The beds with the set-in metal frame are
supplied with orthopaedic mattresses, made in Russia or abroad.
The bed-head can be mounted on the wall. For a double bed, the
bed-head consists of three parts, and the ones on both ends serve
as rear walls for bedside cabinets.
The wardrobe doors are fixed on four pivot hinges adjustable in
3 dimensions. The wardrobe rear walls are manufactured of HDF
faced on one or two sides with melamine film. Wardrobe and table
supports can be adjusted if placed on uneven floors. The wall coat
racks are fitted with mirror and big and small hooks. Doors and
drawers of pedestals and cabinets have profiled shape. All drawers
are installed on roller guides.
For the optimal use of space in hotel rooms and creation of
an individual style, the sizes of all elements can be changed at
customer’s option.
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The edges of MDF parts are finished with form milling cutter and have a complex cross-section on the arched profile
(«postforming» technology), which emphasize the elegance of the collection.

The façades of wardrobes, pedestals,
cabinets, tables and luggage shelves can be
made of MDF or chipboard, at customer’s
option.

Handles and hooks are made of metal
with «golden» spray coating and have the
inserts of the chipboard colour. Hinges and
fasteners are also metal with durable plated
coating, silver colour.
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The furniture is manufactured of high quality
laminated chipboard, 18 and 25 mm thick,
and high endurance MDF, 25 and 38 mm thick
(produced in Germany). The edges of chipboard
are coated with melamine film on the arched
profile («softforming» technology) and PVC edge
bands.

Wardrobe with swing doors
without internal partition

Wardrobe with bi-fold
doors without internal
partition

Wardrobe with MDF swing
doors and internal partition

Wardrobe with MDF bi-fold
doors and internal partition

YUG0140
100х68,7х208,8

YUG0142
100х68,7х208,8

YUG0145
100х68,7х208,8

YUG0141
100х68,7х208,8

Wall coat rack
with luggage shelf

YUG132
80х65,8х208,8

Wall coat rack
with luggage shelf

YUG133
80х65,8х208,8

Wall coat rack with luggage
shelf

Wall coat rack with luggage
shelf

Single bed, without mattress (for mattress 90x200)

Double bed, without mattress
(for mattress 140/160x200)

Double bed, without mattress
(for mattress 180x200)

YUG136
100х65,8х208,8

YUG137
100х65,8х208,8

YUG061
141х204,5х106

YUG058,YUG063
283/303х206,3х106

YUG0130
323х206,3х107,2

Bed-head for single bed

Mattress
90/140/160/180x200

Bedside cabinet

Side cabinet with
shelves (right)

Chest of drawers
(right)

YUG064
141х2,5х106

AP0100/ AP0101/ AP0102/ AP0103
90/140/160/180х200х20

YUG070/YUG071
45х47,5х50,1

YUG079, YUG080
80х64х95,7

YUG083/YUG084
80х64х95,7

Fridge pedestal (right)

Dressing table
(right)

Dressing table with
chest of drawers (right)

Dressing table with
pedestal (right)

Dressing table with
chest of drawers (right)

YUG086/ YUG085
80х64х95,7

YUG091/YUG092
120х62,3х88,1

YUG101/YUG102
277х68х92,4

YUG109/YUG110
200х66,5х92,4

YUG113/YUG114
200х66,5х92,4

Coffee table

YUG117
70х51,3х50,1

Mirror
(with tinted insert/without
tinted insert)

YUG119/YUG120
102х3х67,2

The economy version with facades made of laminated chipboard is also available.

Available colours:
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Italian walnut

The sample colour shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of
printing process.
When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check the colour
against the material samples with the showroom manager.
The dimensions are specified in centimetres.
We can produce furniture according to a customer’s individual order.
Please ask the managers at trading centres for more details about the full model range of the
collection.
The manufacturer reserves its right to change the design and colour of the furniture.
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superior rooms

SILVIA LUX

Model range:

SUPERIOR ROOMS

superior rooms

GLORIA

GLORIA

Respectability in lines

When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue,
please check the colour against the material samples with the showroom
manager, as the sample colour shades may differ from the original
colours due to certain features of printing process.
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Being a reference model of respectability and comfort, the «Gloria» collection will embellish any
room or suite. The furniture is faced with rare wood veneer and is made with the use of the most
advanced production technologies. The reserved elegance of the fittings is emphasized with the
aluminium profile which gives a chic look to it. The profile frames the top and bottom ends of the
façades.
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superior rooms

GLORIA

Collection description:
Work tops (table tops, upper shelves in
wardrobes and pedestals/cabinets)
Edge bands of work tops
Table, wardrobe and pedestal/cabinet frames
Edge bands of table, wardrobe and pedestal
frames
Table and pedestal rear walls
Pedestal doors and drawer façades
Wardrobe rear walls
Wardrobe doors
Handles
Mirror
Drawers’ guides
Connecting fittings

Ground chipboard, 38 mm thick, rare wood veneer, coated with paintwork materials
PVC, 1 mm thick
LCB, 18 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
PVC, 0,45 mm thick

LCB, 18 mm thick, with the «pebble leather» embossing of the surface
Ground chipboard, 18 mm thick, rare wood veneer, coated with paintwork materials
HDF, 3,2 mm thick
Ground chipboard, 18 mm thick, rare wood veneer, coated with paintwork materials
Metal knob handles, aluminium colour spray coating
Silver-coloured mirror, 4 mm thick
Roller-type of full extension
Two-component eccentric fastenings

The wardrobe and pedestal bodies are made of high quality
chipboard, 18 mm thick. The bed-heads, table tops and top
boards are produced of chipboard, 38 mm thick. The edges of the
items are faced with the PVC film, 0.5 mm thick. The rear wall of
the wardrobes, partitions and drawer bottoms are made of HDF
with the decorative coating which corresponds to the colour of
the main material. Supports of pedestals, cabinets, benches and
tables are made of solid wood of rare species with the decorative
metal inserts. The bed consists of a framed mattress and a bedhead which should be mounted on the wall and can serve as a
rear wall for bedside cabinets. The mattress case will extend the
lifetime of mattresses. The wardrobe and fridge pedestal have
adjustable supports, the doors have self-closing hinges fixed
in two planes. The coat rack with a mirror, three big and two
small hooks is mounted on the wall. The wardrobe, cabinets,
pedestals and wall coat rack can be assembled with right-hand
or left-hand positioning. The door of the luggage shelf is fixed
on self-closing hinges, and the runners secure a proper fixing of
the luggage. The single-pedestal desk has a compartment with
a door for placing a fridge and a pullout drawer on roller-type
guides with a stop. For the optimal use of space in hotel rooms
and creation of an individual style, the sizes of all elements can
be changed at customer’s option.
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A peculiar feature of this collection is that the furniture is made of chipboard faced with veneer of «California» Mahogany
colour, and certain elements (frames, shelves) are manufactured of laminated chipboard. The elements faced with veneer (0,55
mm thick) are coated with modern polyurethane or acrylic paintwork materials. Both veneer and laminated coating is shock and
heat resistant.

Handle

Support

The fittings give accent to the austere
design of this furniture.
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Wardrobe

GG010
100х60х199,60

The surface of table tops is faced with rare wood
veneer. All items, made of solid wood, as well as veneer
items, are coated with the most advanced paintwork
materials.

Wall coat rack with mirror

GG018
100х7,8х197,6

Luggage shelf

Frame mattress

GG016
100х60х51

tk-002115501202
90х200х54

Mattress

Mattress

Bed-head

Bed-head

tk-002115501203
90х200х2

tk-002115501205
180х200х2

GG025
190х3,8х120

GG027
330х3,8х120

Bedside cabinet

Bedside bench

Chest of drawers
(3 drawers)

Fridge pedestal

GG006
55х45х50

GG020
120х45х50

GG008
100х60х78

Single-pedestal desk

Coffee table

Mirror

GG002
140х60х78

GG004
100х55х50

GG014
100х2,20х50

superior rooms

GLORIA

Model range:

GG012
100х60х78

Available colours:

«California» Mahogany
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The sample colour shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of
printing process.
When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check the colour
against the material samples with the showroom manager.
The dimensions are specified in centimetres.
We can produce furniture according to a customer’s individual order.
Please ask the managers at trading centres for more details about the full model range of the
collection.
The manufacturer reserves its right to change the design and colour of the furniture.
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номера повышенной
SUPERIOR ROOMS
комфортности
superior rooms

FLORENCE

FLORENCE
Sophistication and respectability

When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue,
please check the colour against the material samples with the
showroom manager, as the sample colour shades may differ from the
original colours due to certain features of printing process.
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The classical style of the «Florence» collection is elegance and respectability, clear lines and
sophistication, practicality of designs and architectural accuracy of shapes. The wide model range
will enable you to create a functional and uniform design for a bedroom, a lounge or a study in hotel
suites.
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superior rooms

FLORENCE

Collection description:
Work tops
Edge bands of work tops

Glass façades
Blind façades, frames of the façades, mould-

MDF, 38 mm thick, tops of tables, pedestals, cabinets and wardrobes
Edge bands of top boards and table tops are finished with application of form milling technology
LCB, 18 mm thick
PVC edge band, 2 mm thick and 0.4 mm
LCB, 18 mm thick
One-sided, lined, painted HDF, 3.2 mm thick, to match the colour of the wardrobe
body
The frames are made of MDF profiles with the «bronze» tinted glass, 4 mm thick
The frames are made of wrapped MDF profiles

ings, decorative inserts
Handles
Drawers’ guides
Connecting fittings

Metal bracket-shaped handles
Roller-type
Two-component eccentric fastenings

Table frames
Edge bands of table frames
Wardrobe and pedestal frames
Wardrobe rear walls

All items are made of high quality and ecologically safe
laminated chipboard, resistant to mechanical, heat and
chemical impact. The furniture is designed and manufactured in
a uniform architectural and artistic style with the application of
the same-type design and technological solutions. The frames
of the drawer and door frontages, mouldings and decorative
inserts are made of wrapped MDF profiles which have an
unusual profile. The inserts of the façades are made of HDF, 3.2
mm thick, and «bronze» tinted glass, 4 mm thick.

Handles and hooks are made of metal. Hinges and fasteners
are also metal with durable plated coating, silver colour.
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SUPERIOR ROOMS

Double-door wardrobe
with hanging rod

Three door wardrobe

Entryway furniture set

FL1738
110,4х63,6х241,8

FL1739
159,8х63,6х241,8

FL1835
202,8х47,6х241,8

Bed for orthopaedic frame installation
(sleeping area width – 140cm)

Bed for orthopaedic frame
installation
(sleeping area width – 160cm)

FL2063
161х209,5х108,8

The tops of tables/desks, pedestals, cabinets
and chests of drawers are manufactured
of laminated MDF, 38 mm thick, with
application of the form milling technology
and the subsequent decoration with modern
materials. All the elements have adjustable
supports for horizontal and vertical alignment
if the furniture has to be placed on uneven
floors.

FL2066
182х215,1х102,1

Wall coat rack

FL1750
110,4х47,6х241,8

Mattress
140/160/180×200

Bedside cabinet

AP0101/ AP0102/ AP0103
140/160/180х200х20

FL1566
58х45х44,1

Bedside cabinet

Chest of drawers
(3 drawers)

Chest of drawers
(4 drawers)

TV stand

FL1567
58х45х60,1

FL1661
101х45х76,1

FL1655
101х61х76,1

FL1565
86,4х65х74,8

Dressing table

FL1633
130х45х76,1

Writing desk (two pedestals with door and
drawers)

Mirror

Mirror

FL1632
160х80х76,1

FL1644
98,4х2,2х68,4

FL1761
91х6,5х114,2

superior rooms

FLORENCE

Model range:

Coffee table

FL0123
120х60х49,5

Coffee table

FL1630
100/80х70/80х49,8

Available colours:
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Dark Milano walnut

The sample colour shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of printing
process.
When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check the colour
against the material samples with the showroom manager.
The dimensions are specified in centimetres.
We can produce furniture according to a customer’s individual order.
Please ask the managers at trading centres for more details about the full model range of the
collection.
The manufacturer reserves its right to change the design and colour of the furniture.
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SUPERIOR ROOMS

superior rooms

MARSEILLE

Марсель
MARSEILLE
Respectability and Reliability

When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the
catalogue, please check the colour against the material samples with
the showroom manager, as the sample colour shades may differ from
the original colours due to certain features of printing process.
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The «Marseille» hotel furniture will be appreciated by those who hold family values in esteem and
who like classical style with its exquisitely austere design. This collection seems to be created to
prove once again that the real classics are timeless and cannot be out of fashion.
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SUPERIOR ROOMS

superior rooms

MARSEILLE

Collection description:
Work tops
Edge bands of work tops

Laminated MDF with the increased thickness of 56 mm – pedestals, chests of drawers
MDF with the profile shaped milling, priming, painting, coating with lacquer and

Table, wardrobe and pedestal frames
Wardrobe rear walls

patina – pedestals, cabinets, chests of drawers, tables
LCB, 38 mm, 18 mm thick. Smooth, glossy finish
HDF, 4 mm thick, laminated on both sides or one side matching the wardrobe body

Glass façades

colour
MDF profile framework, coated with films of the same colour and texture, clear faceted

Blind façades

Hinge straps
Locks
Handles
Drawers’ guides
Connecting fittings

glass (the visible part of a facet is 12 mm), 4 mm thick
LCB, 18 mm thick, with PVC film of 1 mm thick. Smooth, glossy finish. Panel framed
doors, the frame is made of MDF profile, the lining is made of HDF, 6,0 mm. Coated
with patina, lacquer
Hinge straps are 26 mm in diameter, door assist
The wardrobes are supplied with lift latches
Metal drop, bracket and knob shaped, the colour is «old bronze with patina»
Invisible (hidden) with the assists of the «Quadro» system
Two-component eccentric fasteners + dowels

The furniture is decorated with carving, the decorative elements and façades are coated with patina and lacquer of bronze
tint. A special decoration of the collection is its fittings: the shape and pattern of handles ideally matches the furniture design.
Clear faceted glass is used in the glass façades of the collection. Its ideal bevels give the furniture an even more exquisite
look.

The «Marseille» furniture is manufactured with the application of
the most advanced technologies. It is made of high endurance LCB
(18 and 38 mm thick) and laminated MDF, 19 mm thick, with the
increased thickness up to 56 mm, what makes the collection look
luxurious.
The beds are represented in two types: a set-in metal frame with
the LCB binding and a frame mattress on its own supports with
the detached bed-head, which should be mounted on the wall.
By moving the mattresses together, a twin room can easily be
converted into a double room.
Bedside cabinets can be moved to bed-head. Wardrobes, tables,
pedestals, cabinets and luggage shelves have adjustable supports
for horizontal and vertical alignment if the furniture has to be placed
on uneven floors.
The sizes of all elements can be changed at customer’s option.
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Handles (ornamental casting, bronze)
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SUPERIOR ROOMS

Wardrobe

MR0049
110,6х64,8х220

Combined cabinet

Cabinet

Wall coat rack

Luggage shelf

Bed for mattress 90x200

MR0061
110,6х40,7х220

MR0017
66х40,8х220

MR0046
80,5х19,8х220

MR0083
80,4х49,2х53,4

MR0088
98,8х210,1х91

Bed for mattress 140x200

MR0087
148,8х210,1х91

Due to the elaborate combination of materials
used for the production of this furniture, it’s
practical, comfortable, beautiful and quite
affordable. The furniture of this respectable
collection will last for many years and please
you with its comfort and modern design.
The «Marseille» collection will perfectly match
and truly embellish the classical interiors of your
hotel.

Mattress
(90/140/160x200)

Frame mattress

AP0100/ AP0101/ AP0102
90/140/160х200х20

tk-002115501202
90х200х54

Bed for orthopaedic bed frame
and mattress 160x200

MR0131
168,8х211,2х91

Mattress

Mattress

Bed-head

Bedside cabinet

tk-002115501203
90х200х2

tk-002115501205
180х200х2

MR0090
292,4х5,5х100,6

MR0084
50,8х40,4х52

Fridge pedestal

Chest of drawers
(4 drawers)

Combination desk

Mirror

Mirror

MR0045
80,5х6,9х155,2

MR0007
110х7х86

superior rooms

MARSEILLE

Model range:

Right

MR0082
74,4х64,4х78,2

MR0005
107,4х48,9х84

MR0093/MR0081
139х64,4х78,2

Available colours:

«Orvieto» walnut
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Maple

The sample colour shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of
printing process.
When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check the colour
against the material samples with the showroom manager.
The dimensions are specified in centimetres.
We can produce furniture according to a customer’s individual order.
Please ask the managers at trading centres for more details about the full model range of the
collection.
The manufacturer reserves its right to change the design and colour of the furniture.
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DELUXE SUITES

deluxe suites

Versal/Versal lux

Versal/Versal lux

Exquisite finish and noble
materials

When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the
catalogue, please check the colour against the material samples with
the showroom manager, as the sample colour shades may differ
from the original colours due to certain features of printing process
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The classical forms, respectability, reliability and the warmth of the natural wood are the main features
of the hotel furniture «Versal» and «Versal Lux». These collections are designed for deluxe rooms and meant
to create the home-like cosy atmosphere and comfort in the rooms of any size. The distinctive feature of
these collections is the use of the items, made of rare solid wood, i.e. beech. The elements of the «Versal
Lux» collection are decorated with incrustation which gives the furniture a look of special charm and
refinement.
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DELUXE SUITES

deluxe suites

Versal/Versal lux

Collection description:
Work tops

A frame is made of solid wood, 30 mm thick, with the insert of MDF faced
with rare wood veneer
Edge bands of work tops
Profile milling
Table frames
Combined, using the solid wood elements and veneer faced inserts
Wardrobe (cabinet) and pedestal frames LCB, 18 mm thick
Edge bands of frames and wardrobes
PVC edge band, 1 and 0,45 mm thick
Wardrobe (cabinet) rear walls
HDF, 3,2 mm thick
Glass foresides
The frame is made of wood with the «bronze» tinted glass, 4 mm thick, or
stained glass
Blind facades
The frame is made of wood and panels are faced with veneer, or decorated
with incrustation
Decorative elements
Baluster railings, mouldings, columns, socle elements of bases made of rare
solid wood and MDF
Handles
Metal, «bronze» colour
Drawers’ guides
Roller-type of full extension
Connecting fittings
Two-component eccentric fasteners, dowels

Wardrobes in the «Versal» and «Versal Lux» collections are made
of chipboard, 18 mm thick, bases, frontages and mouldings. The
combination of bodies and the use of a single base allow to arrange
a group of cabinets. The bases are fitted with height-adjustable
supports for placing the furniture on uneven floors. Base profile
bars are made of solid beech wood. The facades are manufactured
of solid wood. The blind facades have a decorative veneer-faced
insert, and for the glass facades «bronze» tinted glass, 4 mm thick, is
used. Mouldings are made of MDF faced with veneer.
A special design of cabinets was developed to fit a mini-fridge
into a hotel room – inside the cabinet there is a shelf for storing
different items, and its rear wall is shortened for better temperature
control.
The bodies of luggage shelves (except for upper shelves made
of 38 mm thick chipboard), the body of the bedside cabinet and its
drawer frame are made of 18 mm thick chipboard. The visible edges
of details are faced with 1 mm thick PVC edge bands, and hidden
edges – with 0.45 mm thick PVC edge bands.
A dressing table is made on four elegant legs of solid wood, which
are supplied with protective felt pads to prevent damage to the
floor surface. The table top is made as a frame of solid beech with
internal filling faced with rare wood veneer and has a high quality
coating with modern paintwork materials.
For enhanced comfort and durability, the bed-head is mounted
on the wall, and the frame mattresses of different sizes are used as
a sleeping place.
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Drawers of cabinets, pedestals and tables
are fitted with roller guides of full extension.

Two types of handles are
used in this collection: knob
handles on drawers, and
bracket-shaped handles on
facades.
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DELUXE SUITES

Cabinet
with shelves

Cabinet
with shelves

Cabinet
with shelves

Cabinet
with shelves

Cabinet
with shelves

Wardrobe
with internal partition

VR0603
45х42х216

VR0606
45х42х216

VR0609
45х42х216

VR0612
90х42х216

VR0615
90х42х216

VR0618
90х42х216

Cabinet

Cabinet

Wardrobe

VR0626
45х61,8х216

VR0632
45х61,8х216

VR0641
90х61,8х216

Set of tops
and bases for shallow cabinets

VR0621/ VR0622/ VR0623/
VR0624/ VR0625
101,6/146,8/191,9/237/2
82,1х49,3
Cabinet

Cabinet

Cabinet

VR0654
45х42х72

VR0655
90х42х72

VR0658
90х42х72

Bed
(needs a mattress and
orthopaedic frame 160x200)

VR0822
177х214,5х106,5

The elements of the «Versal Lux» collection are decorated with
incrustations giving the furniture a look of special charm and
refinement. The facades of the furniture items, as well as the front
panels and table pedestals are ornamented with the light colour
veneer. Root veneer (radica) is used for making the facades.
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VR0647
90х61,8х216

G8050
G8044 VR0659/ VR0660/ VR0661
95,0/140,2/
90х11х176
65х63,2х82,8
185,3х43,6
Mattress

Mattress

tk-002115501202/
tk-002115000004/
tk-002115000002/
90/160/180х200х54

tk-002115501203
90х200х2

tk-002115501206/
tk-002115501205
160/180х200х2

G8060
95х63,20х82,90

VR0648/ VR0649/ VR0650
101,6/146,8/191,9х68,9

VR0669
185х63,20х82,80

VR0651
45х42х72
Luggage shelf
(deep/shallow)
with doors

G8051
G8045/ G8046
101,6х13,7х185,6 94,60х63,2/
43,6х48,7

VR0667
130х63,2х82,80

G8047/ G8048
94,60х63,2/
43,6х48,7

Bed-head
with solid wood plates

Bed-head
with solid wood plates

G8068/G8069
180/200х7,5х100

G8070/ G8071/ G8072
300/320/340х7,5х100

Dressing table
Combination table with
Table with fridge pedestal
with drawer and pedestal with shelf and drawer
fridge pedestal

G8082
120х54,20х76,80

Cabinet

Wall coat rack Wall coat rack with solid Luggage
Set of tops
wood plates
shelf
and bases for with solid wood plates
and moulding
deep/shallow
low cabinets

Fridge pedestal

Frame mattress

Bedside cabinet (with Chest of drawers
base/without base)
(4 drawers)

G8061/ G8062
50,0х43,6х57,8/52,8

Wardrobe with two drawers Set of tops
at the bottom
and bases for
deep cabinets

Coffee table

Mirror
(decorative,
vertical)

Mirror
(decorative,
horizontal)

G8083
60х60х50

G80137/ G8084
60х2,2х105/150

G8085
120х2,2х60

Available colours:

«Orvieto» walnut
(Versal)

«Orvieto» Radica with
incrustation (Versal lux)

The sample colour shades may differ from the original colours due to certain features of
printing process.
When choosing the colour and ordering an item from the catalogue, please check the colour
against the material samples with the showroom manager.
The dimensions are specified in centimetres.
We can produce furniture according to a customer’s individual order.
Please ask the managers at trading centres for more details about the full model range of the
collection.
The manufacturer reserves its right to change the design and colour of the furniture.
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deluxe suites

Versal/Versal lux

Model range:

Sofas and soft arm chairs

Sliding door wardrobes, sofas and soft arm chairs
Sliding door wardrobes

The “Vicont” furniture meets high quality

Manufactured by FELIX Company

standards. Its delicate style makes it possible
to create the distinguished interior designs.
The frames of sofas and arm chairs are made
of softwood and hardwood, as well as laminated plywood. This model can be fitted with
a folding mechanism.

Vicont
The custom-made sliding door wardrobes manufactured
by our company will make hotel rooms comfortable and
ergonomically furnished. Decorative materials – leather
substitutes, satin glass and photographic prints – used
for furniture finishing, allow to diversify the interiors and
give full scope to creativity.

The «M2-1» soft furniture set
represents modern design and
durability being produced to a
high specification. Democratic
and comfortable furniture is
designed for recreation areas.
Ergonomic shapes and numerous

elements

arrangement

opportunities allow the most
rational use of space.

М2-1

Лидер

Sofas and soft arm chairs

Step

Prima

Бруклин
A wide model range of sofas and
soft arm chairs, various types of upholstery and transformation mechanisms allow to select and order the
furniture perfectly fitting into your
interiors and appealing to the most

Karelia
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The classical furniture, the comfort of which
is time-tested. A perfect blend of reasonable
price and functionality.

refined taste.

Orion

Chesterton
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Chairs, coffee tables, textile for interior design, upholstery

Dining room tables, chairs and arm chairs
Tables and chairs are an indispensable part of any interior. For
furnishing the hotel rooms of any category we offer both individual elements and dining furniture sets of different styles
manufactured in Russia and abroad. This furniture is made of
environmentally-friendly materials with the use of durable filling

stuff. The frames are manufactured of solid beech. There is a wide
choice of upholstery and chair frames tint coating colours. Due
to high standards of finishing and assembling processes, this habitual pieces of furniture turn into posh decoration items for any
hotel room.

Lucas

Dobby

Marseille*

Boston

Dining room tables and side chairs

* sold as a set of 4 pieces

Coffee tables
«Kioto» table, «Boston» chairs

«Orleans» table, «Rouen» chairs

Coffee tables (manufactured in Russia) will perfectly match hotel
interiors. The tops are made of 6, 8 and 10 mm thick glass, and
the supports are metal decorated with wood or plastics. All the

Ovatsiya C

«Tivoli 1100» table, «Bordeaux» chairs

Arm chairs
Marseille

Hotel

«Trapeza» table, «Marseille 5» chairs

Manuela

Bordeaux

Bergé

models are designed to hold any electronic devices placed atop
the table. The coffee tables are supplied with the Hygienic Certificate and the Certificate of Conformity.

Duet 2

Beauty Style 5

Textile for interior design, upholstery
It is essential for the hotel interior design to look thoroughly
planned and accomplished. Sofas, arm chairs, chairs, curtains, bed
spreads and floors should match the general design of the room.
We offer a wide choice of textiles of different colours and textures,
including the ones with fireproof dope. The carpets, carpet mats
and rolls make any room cosy and comfortable. They are made of
durable materials and do not lose their colours.

Chairs
Marseille
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Verona

Palermo 2

Monaco
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Safe deposit boxes and lamps

Wall clocks and posters
Wall clocks

Safe deposit boxes for hotels
Hotel safe deposit boxes have become very popular among the
guests as now they can keep their belongings safe. Most hotel
safe deposit boxes are equipped with digital security locks. They

are simple in operation, need no keys which can be easily lost
and can be unlocked without maintenance service assistance in
case of emergency.

The wall clocks designed in modern and classical style will be a nice and functional decoration of any hotel room.

WallC-R05P/blue

SFT-17EN

SFT-20EA

SFT-25EA

SFT-35ENL

SFT-36EA

WallC-R05P/silver

WallC-R06P/gray WallC-R02P/black WallC-R22W/walnut WallC-R21W/beech

SFT-56EA

Lamps
The lamps designed in accordance with the current standards make hotel rooms not only comfortable but also beautifully decorated.

A9316LM-5AB

A4900PL-5SS

Posters
The posters and pictures of different artistic styles will perfectly match the hotel interiors and make them look stylish and individual.

A3826LM-3AB

A7952AP-1PB
A9329AP-1CC
A9521AP-1CC

A2872AP-1AB
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A2872PN-1AB

A2872LT-1AB

A9248AP-1AB

A5125LT-1AB

A3117LT-1BC
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Office furniture

Furniture for receptions and conference rooms
Reception desks

Over 100,000 articles of office and hotel furniture in stock in Moscow

Manufactured by FELIX Company

Furniture for executives

Manufactured by FELIX Company

Reception desk models are presented in office furniture collections
or can be custom-made.

Diplomat-Crystal

Diplomat

Consul

Favourite

Maestro Premium

Marseilles

Furniture for conference rooms
In each hotel there are special areas for holding business meetings, negotiations and conferences. We offer a wide range of modern arm chairs for conference rooms.

Komo/3

Matis +

177х68х100h
Delivered disassembled

DL-4000
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54х45 (seat depth) х96h

182х67х80h
Delivered disassembled

В-1000

54х45 (seat depth) х96h

DL-7000

DL-2000

58х48 (seat depth) х106h

54х45 (seat depth) х96h
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Office furniture

Office furniture
Manufactured by FELIX Company

Manufactured by FELIX Company

President-Crystal

Attaché-M

President

Maestro

Director

Leader

System MR

System MR

President sets
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Senator

Premier

Versal

Versal lux
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Office furniture

Office furniture

Manufactured by FELIX Company

Manufactured by FELIX Company

Furniture for office staff

Spectrum

Technoforward

Style M

System M

Tandem

Tandem M

Dialogue

Office -2015

You can find more details about the product range in the company’s catalogues: “Furniture manufactured by FELIX”,
“Foreign-made furniture”, “Sofas. Arm chairs. Accessories”, and on corporate website: www.felix.ru

Mobile partitions systems
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Tandem A

Status

Logics

Rhythm

Tempo
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